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AS rHE cAR chugs up a hill on the fertile, far side of a Victorian
mountain range that cultivates most of the country's cut flowers,

a strange battlement startles with its derangement of horticulture
and house. Is it a government subsidised science experiment,
or perhaps a pot plant-veiled tourist trap sryled to siphon off
some of the Sunday scenic drivers? Or is it residential design

pushed so far beyond the description of organic that it has

become the very object of its influence; an organism?

"Yes," announces a gumbooted worker who emerges from one

arrn of the building that is clad on its entry side by weathered

timber (later discovered to source back to Sydney'sWoolloomooloo
wharves) and on all others by thousands of terracotta pots
gridlocked into a faqade of sandwiched sheets of steel

reinforcement. He continues: "This is the house that Joost built."
Sounding like the first line ofthe rhyme that tells the cumulative

tale of Jack, this introduction to a farrrrly home brim full with
sustainabiliry smarts is apt, for its owner and designer Joost
(a multi-disciplinary creative whose wild ways with flowers have

shot him into single moniker celebriry) is famous for drilling
through the dictates of the design world with both the naivery
and nagging persistence of a child. \Mhy cart't you hang
a road-side reject chair in the entry foyer and turn it into a light?
\Mhy cant't you build with a stack of 1970s Besser bricks found
dumped in a paddock?'Why cantworms turn all your household

waste into reusable fertiliser? You get the idea and thankfully
so does Joost's "supportive" wife Jennie who, like her husband

stems from a long line of local flower growers.
"'Why can't you put straw bales in a concrete slab?"

he questioned the engineer, who refused to sign off on the home's

application. "They don't need to go into the ground.
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straw'bales (no need foi heaqell it wirrter *'#-ooiraiirlooing * r,sl""irl with:fu
alarmiag statistic that nearly one million tors of rice straw (the urrusqble iya-tA
of threshed,grri] ,: b"..*d every year in California alone, pr,oducing-moqe..1arbon
monoxide than all the electric power-generating planrs in the state combined. "Its use
in constmclion not only makes sense in terms of reducing emissions but also in its
potential to promote another income stream for farmers. But dont worry," he cautions,

iI?n noriioingtoitart throwing'imiind,euia.iiit"rr.t m reducing my carbon fooprint,
it's just that my whole life has been about using the stuffthat people throw away''

Guiding a'tour through the interior decorated gxqlusiVely with said discard (plywood
Caterpillar machinery crates reincarnated into shelves, rolls of chrysanthemum guiding
steel re-styled into light shades, igloo plumbing pipes commandeered inro curtain rods,
worn Afghani rugs patchworked into new sofr flooring, a neighbourl fence paling
irstalled into an entry foyer artwork),Joost likes to think that his life experimenr in
reworking waste might one day become a universal practise.
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